
Complete each sentence using the homophones appropriately. 
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Name :

Spelling Grade 3

The accompanied the king on his expedition

last . (knight / night)
1)

The way to

with an introduction and not the body. 

an essay is to start 

(write / right)
2)

 Nathaniel did know to make a perfect tie

. (knot / not)
3)

Kelly is not sure to drive the car in this bad

. (whether / waether)
4)

Sean ate a for snack. He still has a

of pears in the fridge.    (pair / pear)
5)

them.My friends are . I can

(here / hear)
6)

7)

You to the dough for four to !ve 

minutes to make it smooth. (knead / need)
8)

(our / hour)

We should start now because grandparents' 

drive from here.cottage is one
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Complete each sentence using the homophones appropriately. 
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Name :
Answer Key

Spelling Grade 3

The knight accompanied the king on his expedition

last night . (knight / night)
1)

The way to

with an introduction and not the body. 

right write an essay is to start 

(write / right)
2)

 Nathaniel did not know to make a perfect tie

knot . (knot / not)
3)

Kelly is not sure whether to drive the car in this bad

weather . (whether / waether)
4)

Sean ate a pear for snack. He still has a

of pears in the fridge.    

pair

(pair / pear)
5)

hear them.My friends are here . I can

(here / hear)
6)

7)

You need to knead the dough for four to !ve 

minutes to make it smooth. (knead / need)
8)

(our / hour)

We should start now because our grandparents' 

hour drive from here.cottage is one
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